Dear user

Thank you for choosing our **REDARON** product. To protect your rights and for better customer service, we ask that you note our warranty rules:
1. Within warranty period, repair is guaranteed for failure due to electrical circuit problems. Other damages, such as disassembly, hard impacts, submersion into water, plugging into improper current or voltage, and damage caused by natural disasters such as fire, fixed, or earthquakes are not included.
2. Consumable parts (such as foot pads) and spare parts replacement are not included in our warranty.

### OS support
Windows XP/Vista/Win7/Win8/Win10

### How to plug in
Plug type C cable to USB cable with keyboard and PC, keyboard is plug and play, no need driver.

### Key Function Introduction
FN key works with other keys
1. FN + [1] = F1
8. FN + [8] = F8
10. FN + [10] = F10
13. FN + [ESC] = Del

### Backlight setting
FN + [Alt, 0] - Go with the stream, Clouds fly, Winding Paths, The trial of Light, Breathing, Normally on, Pass without Trace, Flurry Graf, Swift action, Digital Times, Flowers blooming
FN + [DV] - Adjust lighting brightness (Total 8 levels),
FN + [CC] - Adjust lighting (pressTotal 8 levels),
FN + [Spacebar] - Entering backlight color selecting mode by pressing FN + [Spacebar], [Spacebar] will keep soil between all RGB colors. If not, then this backlight mode is not supported (The Trial of Light & Flowers Blooming are not available for the DIY mode).
Next, press the key of the color you want to set. Then, all backlight modes will be in that color.
FN + WIN: To Lock Windows key, repeat to unlock.

### FAQ
1. If the keyboard doesn't respond, please check if the keyboards USB cable is correctly inserted into the corresponding USB port on the computer, or try another USB port on the computer.
2. If you spill liquid on the keyboard, please remove keyboards USB cable from the computer immediately. Wipe up excess liquid and put the keyboard in a warm place (for instance, under a lamp) to let the keyboard dry naturally before using again.